Description logic programs (dl-programs) proposed by Eiter et al. constitute an elegant yet powerful formalism for the integration of answer set programming with description logics, for the Semantic Web. In this paper, we generalize the notions of completion and loop formulas of logic programs to description logic programs and show that the answer sets of a dl-program can be precisely captured by the models of its completion and loop formulas. Furthermore, we propose a new, alternative semantics for dl-programs, called the canonical answer set semantics, which is defined by the models of completion that satisfy what are called canonical loop formulas. A desirable property of canonical answer sets is that they are free of circular justifications. Some properties of canonical answer sets are also explored and we compare the canonical answer set semantics with the FLPsemantics and the answer set semantics by translating dl-programs into logic programs with abstract constraints. We present a clear picture on the relationship among these semantics variations for dl-programs.
Introduction
Logic programming under the answer set semantics, called Answer Set Programming (ASP), is a nonmonotonic reasoning paradigm for declarative problem solving [20, 23] . Recently, there has been extensive interest in combining ASP with other computational and reasoning paradigms. One of the main interests in this direction is the integration of ASP with ontology reasoning, for the Semantic Web.
The Semantic Web is an evolving development of the World Wide Web in which the meaning of information and services on the web are defined, so that the web content can be precisely understood and used by agents [3] . For this purpose, a layered structure including the Rules Layer built on top of the Ontology Layer has been recognized as a fundamental framework. Description Logics (DLs) [2] provide a formal basis for the Web Ontology Language which is the standard of the Ontology Layer [31] .
Adding nonmonotonic rules to the Rules Layer would allow default reasoning with ontologies. For example, we know that most natural kinds do not have a clear cut definition [1] . For instance, a precise definition of scientist seems to be difficult by enumerating what a scientist is, and does. Though we can say that a scientist possesses expert knowledge on the subject of his or her investigation, we still need a quantitative definition of expert knowledge, which seems impossible. Using membership axiom where R ∈ R A (resp., U ∈ R D ) a, b ∈ I (resp., a ∈ I and v is a data value), (6) a ≈ b (resp., a ̸ ≈ b), called equality (resp., inequality) axiom where a, b ∈ I.
A description logic (DL) 
Description logic programs
Let Φ = (P , C) be a first-order vocabulary with nonempty finite sets C and P of constant symbols and predicate symbols respectively such that P is disjoint from A ∪ R and C ⊆ I ∪ V. Atoms are formed from the symbols in P and C as usual. • each S i is either a concept, a role or its negation, 1 or a special symbol in {≈, ̸ ≈};
• op i ∈ {⊎, ∪ -, ∩ -};
• p i is a unary predicate symbol in P if S i is a concept, and a binary predicate symbol in P otherwise. The p i s are called input predicate symbols;
• Q ( ⃗ t) is a dl-query, i.e., either (1) C (t) where ⃗ t = t; (2) C ⊑ D where ⃗ t is an empty argument list; (3) R(t 1 , t 2 ) where ⃗ t = (t 1 , t 2 ); (4) t 1 ≈ t 2 where ⃗ t = (t 1 , t 2 ); or their negations, where C and D are concepts, R is a role, and ⃗ t is a tuple of constants.
The precise meanings of {⊎, ∪ -, ∩ -} will be defined shortly. Intuitively, S ⊎ p (resp. S∪ -p) extends S (resp. ¬S) by the extension of p, and S ∩ -p constrains S to p.
For example, suppose the interface is such that if any individual x is registered for a course (the information from outside an ontology) then x is a student (x may not be a student by the ontology before this communication), and we query if a is a student. We can then write the dl-atom DL[Student ⊎ registered; Student](a). Similarly, DL[Student ∩ -registered; ¬Student ⊓ ¬Employed](a) queries if a is not a student nor employed, with the ontology enhancement that if we cannot show x is registered, then x is not a student.
A ground dl-rule (or simply a dl-rule or rule) is an expression of the form A ← B 1 , . . . , B m , not B m+1 , . . . , not B n , (n ≥ m ≥ 0)
1 We allow the negation of a role for convenience, so that we can replace ''S∪ -p'' with an equivalent form ''¬S ⊎ p'' in dl-atoms. The negation of a role is not allowed in [8] .
where A is a ground atom, each B i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a ground atom 2 or a dl-atom. We refer to A as its head, while the conjunction of B i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and not B j (m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n) is its body. For convenience, we may abbreviate a rule in the form (2) as
where Pos = {B 1 , . . . , B m } and Neg = {B m+1 , . . . , B n }. Let r be a rule of the form (3) . If Neg = ∅ and Pos = ∅, r is a fact and we may write it as ''A'' instead of ''A ←''. A description logic program (dl-program) K = (O, P) consists of a DL knowledge base O and a finite set P of dl-rules. In what follows we assume the vocabulary of P is implicitly given by the constant symbols and predicate symbols occurring in P, unless stated otherwise.
Given a dl-program K = (O, P), the Herbrand base of P, denoted by HB P , is the set of atoms occurring in P and the ones formed from the predicate symbols of P occurring in some dl-atoms of P and the constant symbols in C. Thus HB P is in polynomial size of K. An interpretation I (relative to P) is a subset of HB P . Such an I is a model of an atom or dl-atom A under O, written I |= O A, if the following holds:
• A dl-atom A is monotonic relative to a dl-program
If a dl-atom does not mention ∩ -then it is monotonic. However, a dl-atom may be monotonic even if it mentions ∩ -. E.g., the dl-atom DL[S ∪ -p, S ∩ -p; ¬S](a) is monotonic (which is a tautology). Clearly, the ∩ -operator is the only one that may cause a dl-atom to be nonmonotonic.
We use DL P to denote the set of all dl-atoms that occur in P, DL + P ⊆ DL P to denote the set of monotonic dl-atoms, and
'not''-free, and (ii) every dl-atom is monotonic relative to K. It is evident that if a dl-program K is positive, then K has a (set inclusion) least model.
Strong and weak answer sets
We first recall the operator γ K : 2 HB P → 2 HB P for a positive dl-program K, which is called T K in [8] : let I ⊆ HB P , and
Since γ K is monotonic, so it has the least fix-point which is the unique least model of K. Such least fix-point can be iteratively constructed as [8] , in this paper we consider ground atoms instead of literals for convenience.
• the dl-rules of the form (2) such that either I ̸ |= O B i for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and B i ∈ DL P , or I |= O B j for some j (m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n); and • the dl-atoms and not A from the remaining dl-rules where A is an atom or dl-atom.
The interpretation I is a weak answer set of K if I is the least model of K w,I .
For a positive dl-program K, γ K is monotonic and it has the least fix-point, denoted by lfp(γ K ). So I ⊆ HB P is a strong (resp., weak) answer set of a dl-program K = (O, P) if and only if I = lfp(γ K s,I ) (resp., I = lfp(γ K w,I )). Proof. It is evident by definition.
Example 1.
Consider the following dl-programs: (a), which says that if ''this paper'' is a good conference paper, given that any paper in the TPLP special issue of ICLP 2010 is an ICLP paper and ICLP papers are good conference papers (by the knowledge in O), then it is worth reading. K 0 has exactly one strong answer set {p(a), w(a)}, which is also its unique weak answer set.
• Now, suppose someone writes
This program has a unique strong answer set I 1 = ∅ and two weak answer sets I 1 and I 2 = {p(a)}. It can be seen that there is a circular justification in the weak answer set I 2 : that ''this paper'' is in the TPLP special issue of ICLP 2010 is justified by the fact that it is in it. = (O, P 1 ). Its least model is the empty set, so I 2 is not a strong answer set of K 1 .
• K 2 = (O, P 2 ) where O = ∅ and P 2 = {p(a) ← DL[c ⊎ p, b ∩ -q; c ⊓ ¬b](a)}. Both ∅ and {p(a)} are strong and weak answer sets of the dl-program. However, the atom p(a) has only circular justification from {p(a)}.
These dl-programs show that strong (and weak) answer sets may not be (set inclusion) minimal. It has been shown that if a dl-program contains no nonmonotonic dl-atoms then its strong answer sets are minimal (Theorem 4.13 of [8] ). However, this does not hold for weak answer sets as shown by the dl-program K 1 above, even if it is positive. It is known that strong answer sets are always weak answer sets, but not vice versa (Theorem 4.23 of [8] ).
Completion and loop formulas
In this section, we define completion, characterize weak and strong answer sets by loop formulas, and outline an alternative method of computing weak and strong answer sets.
Completion
Given a dl-program K = (O, P), we assume an underlying propositional language L K , such that the propositional atoms of L K include the atoms and dl-atoms occurring in P. The formulas of L K are defined as usual using the connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, ⊃ and ↔. The dl-interpretations (or simply interpretations if it is clear from context) of the language L K are the interpretations relative to P, i.e., the subsets of HB P . For a formula ψ of L K and an interpretation I of L K , we say I is a model of ψ relative to O, denoted I |= O ψ, whenever (i) if ψ is an atom or a dl-atom, then it is defined as previous, and (ii) it is extended in the usual way to connectives ∨, ∧, ⊃ and so on.
Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program and h an atom in HB P . The completion of h (relative to K), written COMP(h, K), is the following formula of L K :
The full papers presented at ICLP 2010 are published in a TPLP special issue, and the short version of this paper appeared in that special issue.
where (h ← Pos 1 , not Neg 1 ), . . . , (h ← Pos n , not Neg n ) are all the rules in P whose heads are the atom h. 
Consequently, I is a supported model of K.
(2) The proof is similar when I is a weak answer set of K.
Weak loop formulas
In order to capture weak answer sets of dl-programs using completion and loop formulas, we define weak loops. Formally,
, where V = HB P (note that a dl-atom is not in V ), and (u, v) ∈ E if there is a dl-rule of the form (2) 
Since I ∩ L is finite, there must be some i, j (0 • k i is the least number such that h i ∈ γ
It follows that
, and
Consequently I is a weak answer set of K.
Strong loop formulas
there is a rule of the form (2) in P such that, (1) A = p(⃗ c) and, (2) for some To define strong loop formulas of a dl-program K = (O, P), we need to extend the vocabulary Φ, such that, for any predicate symbol p and a nonempty set of atoms L, Φ contains the predicate symbol p L that has the same arity as that of p. Given an interpretation I of K, the loop extension of I relative to K, written LE(I, K), is the set of atoms in I and p L (⃗ c) where p is a predicate occurring in some dl-atom of P, L ⊆ HB P and L ̸ = ∅, and p(⃗ c) ∈ I \ L. In other words,
Let L be a nonempty set of atoms and let
We are now in a position to define strong loop formulas. Let L be a strong loop of
In general, we have to recognize the monotonicity of dl-atoms in order to construct strong loops of dl-programs. In this sense, the strong loops and strong loop formulas are defined semantically. If a dl-atom does not mention the operator ∩ -then it is monotonic. Thus for the class of dl-programs in which no monotonic dl-atoms mention ∩ -, the strong loops and strong loop formulas are given syntactically, since it is sufficient to determine the monotonicity of a dl-atom by checking whether it contains the operator ∩ -.
The dl-program K has a unique strong loop L = {p(a)}, but does not have any weak loops. Its completion is the formula
which is equal to the formula p(a) ↔ ⊤, i.e., p(a). The strong loop formula sLF(L, K) is the formula
. 
Lemma 3.4. Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program, I ⊆ HB P and L be an arbitrary nonempty set of atoms. Then we have if A is a dl-atom in DL P then LE(I,
The other two cases, namely (a) p appears in L but not q, and (b) q appears in L but not p, can be similarly proved. The proof can be easily extended to the case 
It follows that I ̸ |= O A for some A ∈ Pos. It follows that either
It is evident that h 
|= O A for any A ∈ Pos i , and
Since I − is finite, in the above sequence of atoms there must exist i, j (0 
Since
Recall that I is a strong answer set of K, i.e., I = lfp(γ K s,I ). Thus there is the least number k 1 such that h 1 ∈ γ
where Ndl 1 is a set of nonmonotonic dl-atoms, such that r 1 is obtained from r • Pos 1 ∩ L ̸ = ∅. In this case, there is an atom h ∈ Pos 1 ∩ L and h ̸ = h 1 .
•
By the above analysis, we can have a sequence of natural numbers (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , ) and a sequence (h 1 , h 2 , . . .) of atoms in L such that, for any i ≥ 1,
Since L is finite, there must be some i, j (1 ≤ i < j) such that h i = h j , which implies that k i = k j . This is a contradiction. 
Because L is a terminating loop of (O, Γ I − ), it follows that the following cases hold:
Clearly L is also a strong loop of K.
Thus, P has at least one rule 
). Thus I is a strong answer set of K.
Since a weak loop of a dl-program K is also a strong loop of K, as a by-product, our loop formula characterizations yield an alternative proof that strong answer sets are also weak answer sets.
Proposition 3.7. Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program, I an interpretation of P and L a weak loop of K. Then we have LE(I,
As L is also a strong loop of K and 
An alternative method of computing weak and strong answer sets
Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 serve as the basis for an alternative method of computing weak and strong answer sets using a SAT solver, along with a dl-reasoner R with the following property: R is sound, complete, and terminating for entailment
We replace all dl-atoms in T with new propositional atoms to produce T ′ . Let ξ A be the new atom in T ′ , for the dl-atom A in T , and X be the set of all such new atoms in T ′ . Below, we outline an algorithm to compute the weak answer sets of K (here we only describe how to compute first such an answer set). To compute a strong answer set, replace the word weak with strong.
(i) Generate a model I of T ; if there is none, then there is no weak answer set.
(ii) Check if I is a weak answer set of K, (a) if yes, return I as a weak answer set of K.
(b) if no, add a weak loop formula into T that is not satisfied by I relative to O, and goto (i).
To generate a model of T , we compute a model M of T ′ using a SAT solver, and then use R to check the entailment: for Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure of ψ.
• ψ is a dl-atom A. Since ψ
The proof for the other connectives is similar.
The strong and weak answer set semantics of dl-programs have been implemented in the prototype system swlp, 4 which is done by a guess-and-check approach. Informally, given a dl-program K = (O, P), the algorithm below can be used to compute weak answer sets of K:
(1) replace each dl-atom α in P by a fresh atom a α ; (2) add to the result of
Step (1) all the rules of the form, for each dl-atom α, a α ← not ¬a α , and ¬a α ← not a α .
The resulting program is denoted by P guess .
4 https://www.mat.unical.it/ianni/swlp/.
(3) For each answer set I of P guess and each dl-atom α in DL P , check whether a α ∈ I iff I |= O α. If the condition holds, then I ∩ HB P is a weak answer set of K.
In
Step (2), classical negation is introduced, which can be handled easily in answer set solvers like dlv [16] . In Step (3), any answer set solver can be applied to enumerate the answer sets of P guess and a dl-reasoner can be used to check the condition I |= O α. The reader can refer to [8] for the details of the implementation and interesting dl-programs, using the ASP solver dlv and a dl-reasoner.
In terms of our approach, we use a SAT solver to compute a model I of the completion of P guess such that I |= a α iff I |= O α, and then check whether I is a weak answer set of K. Thus a main difference in the method outlined here is that we use a SAT solver to generate candidate models, which allows taking the advantages of the state-of-the-art SAT technology.
For strong answer sets, the construction of a strong loop formula requires checking monotonicity of dl-atoms. However, for the class of dl-programs mentioning no ∩ -, this checking is not needed and the construction of a strong loop formula is hence tractable.
Canonical answer sets

Motivation: the problem of self-support
As commented by Eiter et al. [8] , some weak answer sets may be considered counterintuitive because of ''self-supporting'' The notion of ''circular justification'' was formally defined by [18] to characterize self-supports for lparse [29] programs, which was motivated by the notion of unfoundedness for logic programs [30] and logic programs with aggregates [7] . With slight modifications, we extend the concept of circular justification to dl-programs. Formally, let K = (O, P) be a dl-program and I ⊆ HB P be a supported model of K. I is said to be circularly justified (or simply circular) if there is a nonempty subset
for every dl-rule (h ← Pos, not Neg) in P with h ∈ M and I |= O  A∈Pos A ∧  B∈Neg ¬B. Otherwise, we say that I is noncircular.
Intuitively speaking, Condition (7) means that the atoms in M have no support from outside of M, i.e., they have to depend on themselves.
It is not difficult to verify that K has two weak answer sets ∅ and {p(a)}. They are strong answer sets of K as well. In terms of the above definition, {p(a)} is circular.
It is interesting to note that weak answer sets allow self-supporting loops involving any dl-atoms (either monotonic or nonmonotonic), while strong answer sets allow self-supporting loops only involving nonmonotonic dl-atoms and their default negations. These considerations motivate us to define a new semantics which is free of circular justifications.
Canonical answer sets by loop formulas
Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program. The canonical dependency graph of K, written as G c K , is the directed graph (V , E), where V = HB P and (u, v) ∈ E if there is a rule of the form (2) in P such that A = u and there exists an interpretation I ⊆ HB P such that either of the following two conditions holds:
(1) I ̸ |= O B i and I ∪ {v} |= O B i , for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) . In this case, we say that v is a positive monotonic (resp., nonmonotonic) dependency of B i if B i is a monotonic (resp., nonmonotonic) dl-atom. Intuitively, the truth of B i may depend on that of v while the truth of u may depend on that of B i . Thus the truth of u may depend on that of v. is a generalization of that of weak loops given in Section 3.2, and a generalization of the notion of loops for normal logic programs [17] . Note further that the canonical dependency graph is not a generalization of the strong positive dependency graph, since some strong loops are not canonical loops. For example, with the dl-program K = (∅, P), where • The ''break'' is executed (line 9 (
Proof. Let I ′ = LE(I, K), and for clarity and without loss of generality, suppose λ = (S 1 ⊎ p 1 , S 2 ∩ -p 2 ). 
It is similar to show that I \ L |= O A for the case
There is no atom p 1 (⃗ c) which is a negative nonmonotonic dependency of A. If there is no atom Suppose there is an atom
It is similar to show that I \ L ̸ |= O A for the case p 1 = p 2 .
Please note that the converses of (1) and (2) in the above lemma do not generally hold. For example, let
Even if we add the condition I |= O A, the converse of (1) does not hold either. For instance, let
L).
We are now in the position to define canonical loop formulas. Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program, M ⊆ HB P and L a loop of
P , and B otherwise. 
It is not difficult to see that LE(I,
The next example demonstrates the difference among the positive dependency graphs of dl-programs.
Example 5. Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program where O = ∅ and P consists of the following rules:
The only weak positive dependency on HB P is (p(a 4 ), p(a 4 )), the strong positive dependency includes (p(a 1 ), p(a 1 )) besides the weak one, while the canonical positive dependency contains (p(a 2 ), p(a 2 )) and (p(a 3 ), p(a 3 )) in addition to the strong ones. Fig. 1 depicts the various dependency relations on HB P . The weak positive dependency graph is G
Comparing with the previous definitions of loop formulas, in addition to the irrelevant formulas of nonmonotonic dlatoms, the definition of canonical loop formulas has a notable distinction: it is given under a set M of atoms whose purpose is to restrict that the support of any atom in L come from the rules whose bodies are satisfied by M (relative to a knowledge base). The next proposition shows that the canonical loops and canonical loop formulas for dl-programs are indeed a generalization of loops and loop formulas for normal logic programs [17] respectively.
Proposition 4.3. Let K = (O, P) be a dl-program where P is a normal logic program and O = ∅, L ⊆ HB P and M a model of the completion of P. (1) L is a loop of P if and only if L is a canonical loop of K. (2) M |= LF (L, P) if and only if M |= O cLF(L, M, P), where LF (L, P) is the loop formula associated with L under P [17].
Proof. (1) Clearly, since for each atom h there always exists an interpretation I = {h} such that I |= O h and I \ {h} ̸ |= O h.
Since r mentions no dl-atoms, it implies that δ 1 (A, Proof. Suppose there is a canonical answer set
there is no rule (h ← Pos, not Neg) in P such that
Similarly, there is at least one rule (h ← Pos
It follows that at least one of the following conditions holds:
• 
By Lemmas 3.4 and 4.2, we have that
In terms of the previous analysis, there is an atom h
is an edge of G The following two propositions show that the canonical answer sets of dl-programs are noncircular strong answer sets. Thus canonical answer sets are weak answer sets as well. Proof. Suppose I is circular, i.e., there exists a nonempty subset M of I such that, for each (h ← Pos, not Neg) in P with h ∈ M and I |= O  A∈Pos A ∧  B∈Neg ¬B, the following condition holds:
Without loss of generality, we assume M is such a minimal one. It follows that at least one of the following cases hold:
• Pos ∩ M ̸ = ∅ which implies that there is an atom h 
It follows that, by Lemmas 3.4 and 4.2, Unfortunately, the notion of noncircular justification is not a complete characterization of self-supportedness as illustrated by the next example. 
We can verify that LE(I, K) |= O cLF(L, I, K) and I |= O COMP(K).
Consequently, I is a canonical answer set of K and also a strong answer set of K. It is not difficult to check that I is not circularly justified. 
Proof. Let
for every rule (h ← Pos, not Neg) in P with Pos ∩ L = ∅. Without loss of generality, we assume L is a minimal one such that
• Pos So that (h ′ , h ′′ ) is an edge of the canonical dependency graph of K. As h ′ is arbitrary and M is finite, the generated subgraph
It follows that, by Lemmas 3.4 and 4.2,
However, by Eq. (12) at least one of the following conditions hold:
• Pos
• The following example shows that there are noncircular strong answer sets that are not canonical ones.
Consider the interpretation I = {p(a), q(a)} which is the unique strong answer set of K. We have that I is the least model of
, so that I is a strong answer set of K. It is not difficult to check that I is not circularly justified. However, we know that
p(a) is a positive nonmonotonic dependency of q(a). The canonical loop formula cLF(L, I, K) is the following formula
It is evident that LE(I, K) ̸ |= O cLF(L, I, K). Thus I is not a canonical answer set of K. In fact, K has no canonical answer set.
The above example, together with Propositions 4.4 and 4.6, implies the following.
Corollary 4.7. Each canonical answer set of a dl-program K is a minimal strong answer set of K, but not vice versa.
The following proposition, together with Proposition 4.5, implies that the existence of nonmonotonic dl-atoms is the only cause that a strong answer set of a dl-program is circular. Proof. Let I ′ = LE(I, K). By Proposition 4.6, it is sufficient to show that if I is a strong answer set of K then I is a canonical answer set of K. Suppose I is a strong answer set of K but I is not a canonical answer set of K.
Recall that all dl-atoms appearing in P are monotonic. If A is a monotonic dl-atom and there is an atom p(⃗ c) and an interpretation I * such that
Please note that again there are no nonmonotonic dl-atoms in Pos ∪ Neg. It follows that 
Some other semantical considerations
There are two well-known generalizations of dl-programs, HEX-programs [9] and constraint programs [28] . Thus there exist two more different semantics for dl-programs borrowed from HEX-programs and constraint programs respectively. We investigate the relationship among those semantics for dl-programs below.
FLP-semantics for dl-programs
Dl-programs had been extended to HEX programs that combines answer set programs with higher-order atoms and external atoms [9] . In particular, the external atoms can refer, as dl-atoms in dl-programs, to concepts belonging to a classical knowledge base or ontology. In such a case one can compare the semantics of the HEX program with that of the corresponding dl-program. The semantics of HEX programs is based on the notion of FLP-reduct [10] . We also note that the semantics of dl-programs has been investigated from the perspective of the quantified logic of here-and-there [13] . For the purpose of comparison, let us rephrase the FLP-answer set semantics of dl-programs below. Every minimal strong answer set of a dl-program is an FLP-answer set of the dl-program. Proof. Let I be a minimal strong answer set of the dl-program K = (O, P). We have that I satisfies every rule of P (relative to O) and thus I is a model of fP Let us consider the dl-program K in Example 7 again. It is not difficult to see that fP I O = P and the minimal model of P is I. Thus I is an FLP-answer set of K. We can also verify that I is the unique strong answer set of K. However we know that I is not a canonical answer set of K. It shows that there are some FLP-answer sets of a dl-program that are not canonical answer sets of the dl-program.
It has been shown that the FLP-answer set semantics coincides with the strong answer set semantics of dl-programs that contain no nonmonotonic dl-atoms (Theorem 5 of [9] ). The following Proposition asserts that FLP-answer sets of a dl-program are strong answer sets of the dl-program. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that
We prove this by induction on k. Base: It trivially holds for k = 0.
Step: Suppose it holds for k = n, i.e., γ 
Dl-atoms as abstract constraints
Logic programs with abstract constraint atoms (or constraint programs) [21] is a quite general framework for answer set programming [28] and we can translate dl-programs into constraint programs. In the following, we compare the semantics of dl-programs with that of corresponding constraint programs, starting with recalling the basic notations of constraint programs [28] . A program is positive if it does not mention not in its rules. A program is basic if, for each rule of the form (13) of P, A is either elementary or ⊥. 6 The above satisfaction relation for c-atoms is easily extended for programs. For a set of atoms S and a positive basic program P, we define the operator T P as following
A model M of a positive basic P is an answer set of P if M = T ∞ P (∅, M), where
If P is a positive basic program then the least fixpoint of T P (∅, M) exists for each M ⊆ HB P . M is an answer set of P if M is the least fixpoint of T P (∅, M). For a basic program P and M a set of atoms, M is an answer set of P by complement if M is an answer set of the program P ′ , which is obtained from the rules of P by replacing each not A with A. Let P be a positive basic program, the completion of P, written as Comp(P), consists of the following formulas:
Given a dl-program K = (O, P), and A an atom or dl-atom appearing in P, we define τ (A) to be the c-atom where
In what follows, we denote by P K the positive basic program obtained from the rules of P by replacing each atom and dl-atom A with τ (A), and then not τ (A) with τ (A).
Example 8 (Continued from Example 7)
. We have that P K consists of
Consider the interpretation I = {p(a), q(a)} again. It is not difficult to see that ∅ is the least fixpoint of T P K (∅, I). Thus I is not an answer set of P K . It shows that the strong answer sets of dl-programs of a dl-program K do not correspond to the answer sets (by complement) of P K .
The following lemma is evident. By Lemma 5.6, the above holds iff
and 
which implies that, by the fact that
Recall 
Consider the set I * returned by 
we have I \ L |= O A which is a contradiction too. So that p 1 ̸ = p 2 and we have that 
As I is a model of (16) and (17), at least one of the following cases holds:
• There is a dl-atom A ∈ Pos 
• There is a nonmonotonic dl-atom B ∈ Neg
. It follows that 
Since M is finite, there exist some i, j (1 ≤ i < j) such that h i = h j . It follows that k i = k j . This is a contradiction. Thus
, K) and then I is a canonical answer set of K.
However, as illustrated by the next example, the converse of Theorem 5.9 does not hold in general.
Example 9 (Continued from Example 6). We have that P K consists of
The only models of P K are {p(b)} and {p(a), p(b)}. However, lfp(T P K (∅, {p(b)})) = lfp(T P K (∅, {p(a), p(b)})) = ∅. Thus neither {p(b)} nor {p(a), p(b)} is an answer set of P K . Consequently, P K has no answer set, though {p(a), p(b)} is a canonical answer set of K.
The above example motivates us to consider the difference between canonical loops (resp. canonical loop formulas) of dl-programs and loops (resp. loop formulas) of constraint logic programs defined in [33] . To relate canonical loops and canonical loop formulas of dl-programs with those of constraint programs, let us recall some basic notions of constraint programs from [33] . Let P be a basic and positive constraint program. The dependency graph of P, written as G a P , is the directed graph (V , E) where V is the set of atoms occurring in P and (u, v) ∈ E if there is a rule (u ← Body) in P such that v ∈ B for some c-atom A ∈ Body and some ⟨B, T ⟩ ∈ A * c . A set L of atoms is a loop of P if there is a cycle in G a P which goes through only and all the nodes in L. 
The loop formula of a loop L of a basic and positive constraint P, written as LP(L, P), is the formula
where
It has been shown that a set of atoms M is an answer set by complement of a constraint program P if and only if M is a model of its completion and loop formulas (cf. Theorem 2 of [33] ).
The next proposition shows that if a dl-program K has no nonmonotonic dl-atoms then the canonical answer sets of K coincide with the answer sets of P K . (⇒) Suppose I is not an answer set of P K but I is a canonical answer set of K. It follows that there is a loop L of P K such that I ̸ |= LP(L, P K ) by Theorem 2 of [33] . It follows that I |=  L and, for each rule (h ← Pos, not Neg) of P with h ∈ L, 
Recall that there is no nonmonotonic dl-atoms in Pos which further implies that, by Lemma 5.11,
This contradicts Eq. (20) . Consequently, I is an answer set of P K .
It is straightforward to see that the FLP semantics is applicable to constraint programs. Additionally, Ferraris proposes an answer set semantics for arbitrary proposition theories, which is also applicable to constraint programs by taking c-atoms as formulas [11, 12] . Of course, different treatment of c-atoms as formulas may lead to different semantics. The two semantics coincide for positive basic constraint programs [27] , thus they coincide for dl-programs mentioning no not dl-atoms, i.e., no dl-atom α occurs in the form not α.
As we know, given a dl-program K, every strong answer set of K is a weak answer set of K (Theorem 4.23 of [8] ).
Together with Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, as well as Theorem 5.9, the relationship among these semantics of dl-programs is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Please note that Propositions 4.8 and 5.4 imply that for dl-programs containing no nonmonotonic dl-atoms, the canonical answer set semantics coincides with the FLP-answer set semantics. From Theorem 5 of [9] and Proposition 5.12, it follows that if a dl-program K contains no nonmonotonic dl-atoms then SAS(K)=FLP-AS(K)=CAS(K)=AS(P K ) where SAS(K), FLP-AS(K), CAS(K) and AS(P K ) denotes the set of answer sets of K as illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
Concluding remarks and future work
Integrating ASP with description logics has attracted a great deal of attention recently. The existing approaches can be roughly classified into three categories. The first is to adopt a nonmonotonic formalism that covers both ASP and first-order logic (if not for the latter, then extend it to the first-order case) [5, 19, 22] , where ontologies and rules are written in the same language, resulting in a tight coupling. The second is a loose approach: an ontology knowledge base and the rules share the same constants but not the same predicates, and the communication is via a well-defined interface, such as dl-atoms [8] . The third is to combine ontologies with hybrid rules [6, 24, 25] , where predicates in the language of ontologies are interpreted classically, whereas those in the language of rules are interpreted nonmonotonically.
Although each approach above has its own merits, the loose approach possesses some unique advantages. In many situations, we would like to combine existing knowledge bases, possibly under different logics. In this case, a notion of interface is natural and necessary. The loose approach seems particularly intuitive, as it does not rely on the use of modal operators nor on a multi-valued logic. One notices that dl-programs share similar characteristics with another recent interest, multi-context systems, in which knowledge bases of arbitrary logics communicate through bridge rules [4] .
However, the relationships among these different approaches are currently not well understood. For example, although we know how to translate a dl-program without the nonmonotonic operator ∩ -to an MKNF theory while preserving the strong answer set semantics [22] , when ∩ -is involved, no such a translation is known. Similarly, although a variant of Quantified Equilibrium Logic (QEL) captures the existing hybrid approaches, as shown by [6] , it is not clear how one would apply the loop formulas for logic programs with arbitrary sentences [15] to dl-programs, since, to the best of our knowledge, there is no syntactic, semantics-preserving translation from dl-programs to logic programs with arbitrary sentences or to QEL. In fact, the loop formulas for dl-programs are more involved than any previously known loop formulas, due to mixing ASP with classical first-order logic. This is evidenced by the fact that weak loop formulas permit self-supports, strong loop formulas eliminate certain kind of self-supports, and canonical loop formulas remove more self-supports.
In this paper, we have characterized the weak and strong answer sets of dl-programs by program completion and loop formulas. Although these loop formulas also provide an alternative mechanism for computing answer sets, building such a system presents itself as an interesting future work. We have also proposed the canonical answer sets for dl-programs, which are minimal and noncircular in a formal sense. From the perspective of loop formulas, we see a notable distinction among the weak, strong and canonical answer sets: the canonical answer sets permit no circular justifications in the sense that canonical answer sets are always noncircular, the strong answer sets permit circular justifications involving nonmonotonic dl-atoms but not monotonic ones, whereas the weak answer sets permit circular justifications that may involve any dl-atoms but not atoms.
Unfortunately, as illustrated by Example 6, the canonical answer set semantics does not exclude all self-supports which also means that the notion of circular justification proposed in the paper is not sufficient to capture the phenomena of selfsupports. Whether there exists a syntactic style definition of loop formulas for dl-programs that excludes all self-supports is worthy of further study, in addition to looking for a more restricted notion of circular justification that can capture the phenomena of self-supports.
The more recently adopted semantics for dl-programs is the FLP-answer set semantics. We proved that canonical answer sets are FLP-answer sets and the FLP-answer set semantics permits some self-supports that are excluded in the canonical answer set semantics. Since logic programs with abstract constraints is a general formalism for answer set programming, we have shown that dl-programs can be intuitively mapped to positive and basic logic programs with abstract constraints and proved that, for a dl-program K, the answer sets of the corresponding logic programs with abstract constraints are canonical answer sets of K, but not vice versa. This reveals some interesting relationships among the semantics for dlprograms considered in this paper. We have also revealed that for the dl-programs containing no nonmonotonic dl-atoms, all the semantics coincide with each other except for the weak answer set one.
We remark that, for a given dl-program K = (O, P), to decide whether a set M ⊆ HB P is a strong or canonical loop and to construct the strong or canonical loop formula of M are generally quite difficult, since we have to decide the monotonicity of the dl-atoms occurring in P. The exact complexity of deciding whether a set of atoms is a strong or canonical loop requires further research, in addition to the complexity of deciding whether a given dl-program has a canonical answer set.
